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and they are critical to the progress of the
electronic industry. As the market becomes
more competitive, designers are being asked to

create circuits with increasingly higher performances.
zero defects. and high yield, while keeping design and
fabrication times to a minimum. Computer-aided synthe-
sis techniques for VLSI circuits have been instrumental
in achieving these goals. Commercial implementations of
synthesis systems have become practical for the produc-
tion-level design of digital circuits. In particular. circuit
synthesis and optimization techniques have been effec-
tively used to synthesize systems or components from
high-level specifications, without or with limited human
inteIVention.

Traditionally, synthesis techniques have been classi-
fied in three categories. Physical design methods deal
with the geometric view of a chip. Logic synthesis tech-
niques are used to optimize gate-level representations.
Finally, high-level synthesis methods generate logic rep-
resentations from behavioral models. The combination of
high-level, logic-level, and physical-level synthesis sys-
tems into a hardware compiler-also called a silicon
compiler or vertical synthesis system-is one of the major
challenges in the design automation field. 1.2

Of these techniques, tools for physical design are the
most common. We understand the problems correspond-
ing to physical design. even though they remain difficult
from a computational standpoint.3 Several design sys-
tems are commercially available from vendors or distrib-
uted from universities to support physical design. Re-
search in this area is focusing more on the problems
resulting from emerging design methodologies, for exam-
ple, electrically programmable gate arrays.

Logic synthesis techniques have recently matured to
the point that designers commonly use systems based on
such techniques to analyze and optimize production-level
digital designs. In general. logic synthesis systems pro-
vide two capabilities: technology-independent circuit op-
timization and technology mapping into library parts.4
Most available systems have been conceived for combi-
national logic design and then been extended to support
synchronous circuit design. Sequential logic synthesis
techniques for both synchronous and asynchronous cir-
cuits are the object of extensive investigation. At present,~

a common way of entertng a digital design is to use
programs that capture the logic schematic. The
designer's major task then becomes one of transforming
the hardware specification into a logic schematic. which
is generally validated by simulation.

A problem artses. however, when we try to conceive and
enter the logic schematics of large-scale systems. This
task is time-consuming. tedious. and error-prone. One
way to make it easier is to enter models in an RTL
(register-transfer-level) language with structured pro-
gramming constructs. Even then. the complexity of de-
scrtbing large designs is high and can be reduced only if
we raise the abstraction from the logic level to the func-
tional domain.

For these reasons, researchers are concentrating on the
third class of synthesis techniques: high-level synthesis.
High-level synthesis systems transform a behavioral
model of a digital system. wrttten in a hardware descrtp-
tion language. to a logic speclftcation. The system pro-
vides the designer with either automatic or computer-as-
sisted synthesis. The most widely used HDLs are based
on procedural semantics. The transformation of behav-
ioral models into logic-level specification is complex.
Designers face-and hence any automatic system faces-
many choices in partitioning the system into sertal or
parallel computation blocks. Partitioning must be done
under constraints involving silicon area and timing.5
which complicates the process.

This special issue is devoted to the recent advances in
high-level synthesis. The first article, by R. Camposano.
is a tutortal that descrtbes the general principles of
high-level synthesis as a stepwise refinement of an ortg-
inal behavioral model. The author shows how we can
formalize synthesis from behavioral models as a transla-
tion from the modeling language into a graph-based
intermediate form. We can then fonnalize optimization
techniques and solve them as discrete graph-optimiza-
tion problems.

J. Bhasker et al. descrtbe one application of this high-
level optimization approach. Algortthmic transforma-
tions for high-level optimization are used to search for an
implementation that has the maximum performance
with the fewest resources. This method uses the inter-
mediate graph model to exploit techniques adapted from
software compilers.
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The third article gives an example of a practical high-
level and logic-level synthesis system, called Olympus.
The system supports constraint-driven synthesis, in
which tlm1ng and resource constraints are applied to
guide synthesis decisions. A synthesis-oriented modeling
language, called HardwareC, is used to specify behavioral
models. Although OlymPUS is based on algorithmic
transformations on an internal design representation
similar to those described in the other two articles, it
differs from other systems in the synthesis algorithms
and in its support of synthesis from behavioral models to
netlists of gates in a specified library. In addition, logic
synthesis techniques are uniformly incorporated within
the high-level synthesis framework to provide estimates
to guide high-level decisions.

cause the perforDlance and area of a hardware imple-
mentation depends much more on high-level optimiza-
tion than on optimization at the logic and physical design
levels. In addition. synthesis techniques from behavioral
models to layout will allow designers to in~te larger
and larger hardware systems. thus greatly benefitting all
microelectronic design. ..
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A t present, high-level synthesis techniques are

used mostly in research synthesis systems with

very few industrial and commercial applica-
tions. The future looks promising for this tech-

nology .however. I expect high-level synthesis techniques
to mature rapidly-just as logic synthesis has done in the
last d~de-and to be widely used. Many high-level
synthesis problems have been well characterized and
solved. Nevertheless, the acceptance of high-level synthe-
sis tools for production-level design has been delayed for
a number of reasons. First, synthesis is a complex pro-
cess, and the available tools are still in their infancy.
Second, we have not standardized on a synthesis-ori-
ented HDL that can serve as a common starting point for
hardware synthesis. lTue, VHDL (VHSIC hardware de-
scription language) has emerged as a standard for hard-
ware specification and simulation, but it has disadvan-
tages.ilis a complex language and some of its constructs
lack a full definition of hardware semantics. Conse-
quently, we are seeing synthesis approaches from behav-
ioral models in VHDL subsets, or dialects, which defeats
the idea of a standard language.

The last-but by no means the least important-reason
for the lack of commercial high-level synthesis systems
is the acceptance of hardware description in terms of
behavioral models. Desi~ers may view such descrip-
tions as unnatural, since they are used to specifying
hardware design in all its detail. The introduction of
high-level synthesis techniques in hardware design is a
lot like the introduction of h1gh-level1ang~es such as
C and Fortran in software. Digital designers have to
change their approach to design just as programmers did
when they abandoned assembly code. To facilitate such
a transition, HDLs that support constraints, such as
partial structures, have proved to be valid solutions.

Despite these difficulties, I see high-level synthesis
systems emerging as a key technology in ~tal design.
Their major advantage is the freedom to explore architec-
tural trade-orts. The automated (or computer-assisted)
search for a balanced architecture that matches the
implementation technology is extremely important. be-
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